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Editor Elections
ONE DECISION THE NEW EDITOR OF THE WINONAN WILL FACE IS: WHAT IS
THE WINONAN'S FUNCTION?
THE CONCEPT AND CONTENT OF THE COLLEGE PAPER DOES NOT HAVE TO
BE WHAT IT HAS BEEN IN THE PAST — STRICTLY A NEWSPAPER. THE WINONAN
CAN BE ANYTHING THE EDITOR WANTS IT TO BE.
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THIS PAST YEAR THE WINONAN TRIED TO ENTERTAIN AS WELL AS INFORM.
IT TRIED TO BE SOMETHING MORE THAN JUST A NEWS BULLETIN. SOMETIMES
IS HAS BEEN SUCCESSFUL, SOMETIMES IT HASN'T.

Students interested in the editorship and management of
the WINONAN should pick up application forms from
Janet Sill in Somsen Anyone is eligible to run for this
office , provided he or she is a full time student (taking nine
credit hours) and has 2.0 GPA.
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The Winonan
Subscription Rates

non-student
$1.00 quarterly
$3.00 yearly

Let a little Georgia Moon shine in your life

contact

In your orange juice...in your tomato juice...or in your hat.

t

'Editor, 101 Phelps
457-2158
or

The Winonan's letter and article policy is as follows:
The Winonan welcomes letters, opinion articles, and
articles of student interest from all readers. Contributions
must be signed.
Contributions should be brought to the Winonan office at
101 Phelps, or sent to the Editor, the Winonan, 101 Phelps,
Winona State College.
The Editor has the right to edit any letter and article for
style and length. It is possible for contributions to be
returned.
The Editor also retains the right not to print any
contribution.
A one to two week interval should be expected between
submission and publication.
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This is the first of a series of
articles written with assistance from Mr. Voss of the
Winona Housing Department.
It will inform tenants of the
laws concerning suitable housing in Winona. For it to be of
value the tenant should consider the facts presented and
determine if their place of
residence is in accordance
with these laws.
The first thing anyone
considering renting an apartment should do is to check
with the landlord to see if it
hay 'oeen certified for occupancy by the Winona Housing
Department. If he has not
applied for such a certification
he must tell you, legally he
cannot rent out the premises.
There is also the possibility
that the certification has been
revolked, find this out also.
The Certificate of Occupancy must be posted somewhere within the unit. A copy
of such a certificate is
included with this article. On
the example you see, "By the
proper maintenance of the

unit," this means that it has
been kept in a suitable
condition for occupancy. If its
a new building "construction"
will be substituted for maintenance which means the
building has fulfilled the
construction requirements.
Many times a landlord is
given a notice requiring that
the conditiions which are in
violation of the law be
improved. Make sure the
work has been done before
you move in. The landlord
cannot waive any ordinances
with such remarks as, "I will
fix this after you move in."
Also on the example you
see the "Maximum Approved
Occupancy." No unit may be
rented out to more than the
amount designated. As a
tenant you are also required
to abide by this law. If you
have friends move in which
puts the amount of occupants
over this maximum number,
you are the one who will be
held liable.

Philosophy Society
to publish journal
The WSC Philosophy So- spring quarter and will consiety is sponsoring the public- centrate on religion.
ation of a journal, "Zeitgeist",
which will incorporate articles
dealing with areas of psycholAny students or faculty
ogy, racism, sexism, energy, wishing to contribute manutheology, etc. There will be scripts, art, or poetry to this
also a section devoted to issue should send them to the
literature.
Philosophical Society, c/o
Philosophy Dept., WSC, or
The first issue is scheduled drop them off in Somsen 118
to appear at the beginning of A by the end of this quarter.
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Many units had been certified prior to the passage of
amendments to the housing
ordinances. You are protected
by these amendments even if
they were passed after you
signed your contract. For a
unit to continue to be certified
it must keep up with the
ordinances as they are put
into effect.

AA"

violation, once again document it, take pictures, give
dates in which you first
noticed the violation, etc...
Contact the landlord to see if
he will correct the problem. If
he does not respond, contact
the TENANTS UNION which
will assist you in getting
results.

A .landlord cannot discontinue any service which is
required by law. An example
is that the landlord must have
all walks shoveled of snow, if
you are to do it you are to
receive a reduction in the
rent. The only time a service
can be discontinued is if it is
under repair. An example is if
something goes wrong with
the water heater, it can only
be shut off while the repairs
are being made. If it is shut off
and repairs are not made
immediately you do not have
to pay your rent or must
Always have written con- receive a refund.
tracts. These should include
the amount charged, a stateThe next article will explain
ment of condition of the unit, the differences between
and what you are receiving dwelling and rooming units
(ex. heating and water bills and the laws which apply.
are included in the rent). A
landlord cannot raise your
If you are having housing
rent to cover the cost of problems contact the
improvement for services you WINONA TENANTS
should have received all UNION, 111 Phelps, 452-8520.
along.
It is an organization designed
to help tenants solve their
Anytime while you are problems with the help of
renting, if you find a possible others.
After you have decided on
the place you will rent and
have found that it has been
certified, inspect the premises
thoroughly. If you find anything which may be a possible
violation or is in bad condition, document it, and have it
signed by the landlord. This
way you will avoid being
charged for bad conditions
which were there before you
moved in. Never let yourself
get into a bind out of
desperation.
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The Winonan is written
and edited by and for the
students of Winona State
College and is publised
weekly except June, July,
and August, and exam
periods.

Second class postage paid
at Winona, MN 55987.

Address all correspon•
dente to Editor, Winonan,
Winona State College.

Olf ices located at 101
Phelps Hall. Telephone
457.2158.

Editor•inthiet
Mary Amlaw

Sports Editor:

Deadline for non•stalf
copy is 6 p.m. the
preceding Thursday.

Asso. Editor:

Sett, Wise

Feature Writer
Senate Reporter:
Kim Franklin

Paul Bauer

Advisor

Member of the Associated
Collegiate Press and. Na.
tional Educational Advertising Service, Inc.
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Love
is a
giving thing.

Serie Wise

Janet Sill
Business Manager:
Mark Horvath

BOOKSTORE
.............,
CA$H

A perfect Keepsake
diamond says it all,
reflecting your love in
its brilliance and beauty.
And you can choose with
confidence because the
Keepsake guarantee assures
perfect clarity, fine white
color and precise
modern cut. There is
no finer diamond ring.

FOR YOUR
BOOKS!
Winter Quarter Book
Buy Back Days

, FEB. 26, 27 & 28
\

77 WEST 3rd ST.

•

Keepsake®
Box 90, Syracuse, N.Y. - 13201
Please send new 20 pg. booklet, "Planning Your Engagement and Wedding"
plus full color folder and 44 pg. Bride's Book gift offer all for only 254.

Name

Address
City
State

Zip

Find Keepsake Jewelers in the Yellow Pages or dial free 800-243-6000.
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SACC praised

MPIRG back on campus,
despite political power play
It was decided at ,last
week's Student Senate meeting that MPIRG will be
allowed "back" on campus and
will collect fees on a positive
check-off system. This means
the fee won't be on the fee
statement at registration but
will be collected only if
students indicate they want to
pay it.
MPIRG's existence on
campus had been in jeopardy
since last October. It was
decided at this time by the
Senate that MPIRG had not
"shown to the satisfaction of
the WSC Student Senate
that" MPIRG had support
from WSC students, thereby
not being able to "carry out
any meaningful projects." The
Senate then terminated the
MPIRG fee for winter quarter
in Resolution 74-3.

and just recently, a MQ legality of it was questioned
boycott. MPIRG proved them- by MPIRG and senate memselves to be an active hard- bers. On the re-vote, it failed.
working, conscientious organization on the WSC campus.
The vote on the Kuhlman
resolution allowing MPIRG
Last Monday, Senator back on campus was presentKeith Kuhlman handed in a ed just passing getting the
2/3
resolution to the Senate office vote.
to be included with the
agenda for Wednesday, reWhen Marx's amendment
scinding the previous October
was presented as a motion; it
Resolution 74-3 which terminpassed. MPIRG is now looking
ated the MPIRG fee. Due to
into the legality of this action.
unknown reasons, it was not
included with the agenda.
WHY ALL THE

If this had been included
CON FUSION
MPIRG would only have had
to receive over 50% of the
CONCERNING
senate support. Because it
was not included, MPIRG was MARX'S AMMENDMENT?
required to have a 2/3 majority
vote.
1.
The
amendment
Then Marx added an stated that the MPIRG fee
amendment to the Kuhlman will not appear on the student
However, MPIRG went resolution which did not have fee statement. This is in direct
ahead and undertook a series the support or approval of contradiction of State College
of projects that included a Kuhlman. Marx later submit- Board Operating Policy #11.,
teacher survey, a study of the ted the Amendment as his
2. The motion that was
feasibility of a legal aids own after Kuhlman protested
at
the
Senate
meeting
on
passed
states that the WSC
program, a survey to compare
Wednesday.
MPIRG
accepts a positive
food prices across the state, a
check-off system and that
survey of WSC residents to
find their attitudes and reac- Marx's amendment had to they accept being under
tions toward energy conserva- be voted on at the meeting Student Senate control.
tion, a tenants union program first. It passed, but then the MPIRG did not accept the

softly and carry a big stick!'

To the Editor:
I was very impressed with the Michael Johnson concert
presented to WSC students for free on February 6. Johnson
was not only a delight to listen to while playing, but his
dialogur was entertaining as well. He played such a wide
variety of songs,

I was very impressed with the Michael Johnson concert
presented to WSC students for free on February 6. Johnson
was not only a delight to listen to while playing, but his
dialogue was entertaining as well. He played such a wide
contents of the motion on variety of songs, a person could not have possibly been bored.
Wednesday oir at any other It was truly a great concert.
time. Because MPIRG does
On Sunday, Gene Thomas and the Jolly Brothers provided a
not accept this, how can the
good
time for all who participated. The band played fast
motion be valid?
tunes, polkas, waltzes, fast tunes...and everyone who went to
At one point during the the dance seemed to really enjoy themselves.
meeting, Joe Gartner of
I commend the SACC committee for some great nights of
MPIRG, summed up the
entire situation: "If MPIRG entertainment. I hope more people take advantage of your
was a teenage girl and the efforts in the future.
Senate was a teenage guy,
MPIRG should cry rape."
MPIRG indeed has been
raped. Marx
had previously agreed with
the MPIRG contention that
the two issues should be
presented as separate resolutions. At the Wednesday
meeting however, Marx attempted to have the two
voted on as one. This would
have caused MPIRG to argue
against it's own existence. It
wanted to be back on campus,
but did not feel it should fall
under Senate jurisdiction.

Laurel Bettcher
To the Editor:
I want to thank whoever it was that made possible the
appearance of Gene Thomas and the Jolly Brothers here on
February 9. This group played many polkas, and other
old-time types of songs, and it was great to see so many people
there having so much fun! For some reason, old-time dances
bring out the laughter in people, and I'm glad that the
opportunity to attend and participate in one was made
possible to all WSC students.
Elaine Walske

News control
To the Editor:

Marx's political power plays
and the Wednesday afternoon
circus performance showed an
obvious lack of proper leadership, communication, and
democratic action.

I am writing in regard to the editorial in a recent issue of
the WINONAN which called for the restriction of handgun
ownership to police and military personnel only. Aside from
the sheer impossibility of enforcing such a scheme, there are
some philosophical considerations. The question which is basic
to the controversy is whether or not there is too much danger
in retaining a democracy.

Mary Amlaw
In the U.S. Constitution, the right to keep and bear arms for
the purpose of defense (self or national) is equivalent to the
right of free speech in importance. If "gun control" is passed
which restricts the Second Amendment, then there is an equal
possibility that "news control" would become the battle cry
for the small time tyrants who seek to curb the sometimes
inflammatory press. As with gun control, news control could
create a false sense of security, relieving some people's minds
for a short time. However, the long term effects of both would
do irreparable damage to our democracy because of
curtailment of necessary freedoms. In other words, you can
cure the headache with a sledge hammer but it is not advised.
Carl B. Rayman
Winona

Unfair policy
TO THE EDITOR
Every year about this time, the President's Ball is held on
campus. The ball is held to raise money foir scholarships for
students. Pre-parties before the ball are held at prominent
local citizen's houses.
The ball itself is held in the Student Union.
Tickets are sold, and the affair is open to everyone that holds
a ticket. A banquet with liquor is served.
What disturbs me is the two face hypocrisy of the
administration in enforcing the liquor policy. Presently, liquor
is not allowed on campus despite recent loosening of the State
college board rules. Liquor is outlawed on campus due to an
archaic 1913 Schoolhouse law. The administration openly
sponsors the Presidnet's Ball by serving liquor on campus, yet
dorm residents and others are not allowed to possess liquor on
campus.
While the intent of the ball is praiseworthy, the manner in
which the liquor policy is enforced is not fair to students. The
administration clearly violates the law in public, but who can
give them a J-slip? The administration can have its liquor and
drink it too, but students who are 18 are clearly denied their
rights.
— Dave Galehutt

what's happening
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Four of 49 entrants awarded
in campus art show
The all campus student art show, sponsored by Kappa Pi
fraternity, had forty-nine entries and winners were as follows: Best of Show, Carolyn Ruland with an oil painting entitled "Slip
65"; First Place, Terri Johnson with her ink drawing called
"Dormant"; Second Place, Clara Korb with an untitled plaster
sculpture; and Laurie Brandt who placed third with her ceramic
"Last Pot". Judges for the event were Herb Hultgren, an art
teacher in the Winona Public Schools, and Douglas Case, of
Rochester. All of the works of art were on display during the
show, and many are available for sale. Interested persons may
contact the respective artists or any member of Kappa Pi for
further information.
Elaine Walske

Best show, Carolyn Ruland, "Slip 65"

Second place,
Clara Korb, plastic sculpture

First place, Terri Johnson, "Dormant"

Pictures by Ron Ferino
Third place,
Laurie Brandt, "Last Pot"
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COLLEGE STUDENT'S POETRY ANTHOLOGY
THE NATIONAL POETRY PRESS
announces its

SPRING COMPETITION
The closing date for the submission of manuscripts by College Students is

April 10
ANY STUDENT attending either junior or senior college is eligible to submit his verse.

7 There is no limitation as to form or theme. Shorter works are preferred by the Board of
Judges, because of space limitations.
; Each poem must be TYPED or PRINTED on a separate sheet, and must bear the NAME
and HOME ADDRESS of the student, and the COLLEGE ADDRESS as well.
MANUSCRIPTS should be sent to the OFFICE OF THE PRESS

GENTLEMEN'S
QUARTERS

OFFERING

•.0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

* COMPLETE HAIR STYLING
* BODY WAVES & CONDITIONING
RK, ORGANIC GROOMING AIDS
Walk In Or Call For Appointment
• 454-1580
WESTGATE SHOPPING CENTER
(Next to Radio Shack)

3210 Selby Avenue

Los Angeles, Calif. 90034
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Depression and anxiety major campus problem
Wellesley, Mass. — [I.P.] —
Depression is ranked as one of
today's major mental health
problems, reports Pamela Yu,
Wellesley '74. "Its manifestations may appear as a primary
disorder or accompanying a
wide range of other psychological or medical disorders, and
its by-product suicide, is the
second leading cause of death
among college students."

Concerning sex differences
among the same population, it
is estimated that two to three
times as many females as
males attempt suicide. The
principal hypothesis, based on
the literature on depression
and suicide in adolescents and
in women, was that the
incidence of depression in a
population of female college
students (and at Wellesley
particularly) should increase
according to the advancing
Report: Many studies in the year in school.
past decade have focused on
the relationship of depression
This hypothesis was not
to suicide on college campuses. One study found that supported by the data —
the suicide rate at prestigious general levels of depression
colleges and universities is were not found to vary
higher than at "smaller, less significantly among the four
pressure packed" schools. The classes according to year of
suicide rate for college stu- graduation from Wellesley.
dents is 50% higher than that
of other Americans of compOn the contrary, the fresharable age.
man class- revealed the high-

Historical

•

est relative percentage of
depression (5% high depression, 22% medium depression), but these figures were
not significantly higher than
those of the other classes.

The infirmary has observed
that it is freshmen and seniors
who have most utilized their
counseling services; according
to a psychiatrist at the
infirmary, depression for
these two classes is attributable mainly to separation
anxiety — for freshmen, from
home and familiar surroundings; seniors re-experience it
in leaving college and facing
careers, marriage and graduate school.

-

related to levels of depression, with two factors —
academic stress and career
decisions — ranked among the
two top concerns for the total
sample and especially the
depressed subgroup. Academic competition closely followed this trend, being
ranked only slightly less
important by the depression
population.

There was a significant
difference between the depressed than the nondepressed groups. A large
number complained about
Wellesley's "cloister-like" atmosphere — the "ivory tower
syndrome" and the lack of
spontaniety among students.

more and better contact
Environmental factors in
In addition, the depressed between faculty and students. were found to be significantly
the Wellesley experience subgroup indicated a much However, feeling free to related to levels of depreswere found to be significantly greater need for establishing speak out these resources sion.

mage of women a sexist
myth, professor says
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History could not have
developed as it did without
the role played by women,
according to an historian at
Sarah Lawrence College, but
it is only in the past five years
that women's history has been
discovered.

Minnesota, she said.

"Although the majority,
women have for the longest
time been the most universally subordinate," Lerner
said, adding that this subordination is an historical problem of major proportions.

—UNS-

tion of both men and women,"
she said, adding that such
things as how women got the
vote are least important in the
study of women's history.

Lerner said the major
problem encountered in the
study of women's history,
their role and the contributions they made is that males
Lerner's lecture was sponhave defined the significance
sored by the history departof women in history. The
The subjugation of women, ment and the women's studies
Speaking at the University result is that the historical according to Lerner, is -a
program.
of Minnesota recently, Gerda image of women is a "sexist result of their being valued
Lerner, professor of history myth."
second to men historically
and coordinator of women's
together with a cross-culture
studies at Sarah Lawrence,
Women, Lerner said, have devaluation of menstruation.
said master's degree pro- several types of history, one
grams are now being offered being the history of the
Lerner said the study of
in women's history while five achievers and contributors to women's history is cross-disyears ago no courses on the outstanding movements such ciplinary work by necessity
subject were even available. as the anti-slavery movement. and efforts to trace that
Women also have their own history will turn out to be as
This interest in women's history in areas such as the important as the Protestant
history has contributed to the Labor movement, immigra- Reformation and will produce
establishment of women's tion history and family life. an entirely different view of
studies programs at 1,000 And, Lerner said, women's history.
colleges and universities, in- history is the history of an
cluding the University of oppressed group.
THOMAS C.
"True history is the interaec 1974 Mctiou•ht ynchcate Inc

WOMEN
FOKGIVE
NEVER
FOR

SLIGN
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Going home without a degree, foreign students
lack strong organizational lobby
Minneapolis, Minn. — [I.P.]
— Foreign students, lacking a college and university campstrong organized lobby, are uses made the decision on
finding life-long dreams and
plans destroyed by policies foreign-student applications
they cannot oppose. Last for summer work permits.
summer, the Immigration and But last summer such permits
Naturalization Service (INS) were granted only by the INS
began enforcing a new, tough- and the policy will be in effect
er policy on the granting of again next summer.
summer work permits for
The policy change was the
foreign students.
result of fears by the U S
. .
Prior to that time, the Labor Department that forforeign student advisors on eign students were working

while there was high unemployment among low-income
minority group members and
Vietnam veterans.
Another INS ruling now
requires that students entering the country for schooling
show proof that they have
financing for their entire
period of study. Such a ruling
is almost impossible to comply
with, according to many
foreign students, and Forrest
Moore, director of the Inter-

national Student Affairs Office (ISAO) at the University
of Minnesota, agrees.
Many of the foreign students come from undeveloped
countries and even the
wealthiest families cannot
accumulate enough money to
pay for four years of schooling. Moore said many countries have restrictions on how
much money may be taken out
of the country and often even
large sums of money accumu-

lated in a student's native expected to leave at the end of
country become small the school year.
Moore said the INS is "the
amounts when exchanged into
prosecutor, judge and jury" in
U.S. currency.
all cases although a student
Students found working may appeal a decision. Usualwithout a work permit are ly such an appeal may bring a
told they have 30 days to postponement and allow a
leave the country. Moore said student to complete the
he is aware of eight to 10 current school year but withstudents here who have been out completing his degree
notified they must leave the goals. And going home withcountry. Two have already out a degree is difficult to
left and the others are accept.

theatre of the mind
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Theatre of the Mind presents: Voices in the Attic
111111111111111111111111
The cast includes:
Winona State College presents its 6th Annual Theatre of the Mind, directed by Vivian
Fusillo, February 19, 20, 21 and 22.
This annual extravaganza of dance, music and verbal interpretation has a cast of 24'
performers that will create the Voices in the Attic. This year's theme will include a collection
of blurred memories, events once harsh softened by time and old fashioned tom foolery along
with a view of what will be found in the attic by tomorrow's visitors. The script's origination
and otherwise are created by the Advanced Oral Interpretation Class.

This time machine is designed by Jacque Reidelberger. Costumes are brought out of trunks
or out of storage by Randy Stewart, Laurie Hurd and Annabell Weis.

Randy Stewart
Fannie Kieriin
Bruce Hunter
Steve Gergin
Steve Wiltgen
Steve Nathe
Becky Carlson
Werner Giesen
Craig Schrom
Jackie Dankwart
Tish Sweeney
Betty Thoreson

Bob Swanson
Dean Kephart
Pat O'Brien
Wayne Yakish
Lynn Deutchman
Barb Belobaba
Sue Olson
Connie Culver
Judy Schmidt
Jeannine Kath
Karyn Staebler
Charlie Merkel

Lighting for our adventures will be designed by Tom Trampf and Jim Dannecker.
Slides of memories are by Ron Ferrino.

Theatre of the Mind has 2 shows a night 7 p.m. and 9 p.m. on Feb. 19, 20, 21 & 22.
Reservations can be obtained by calling WSC Performing Arts Center Box Office 457-2121.

-
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teams and screams Grappler Determination gets final test

The Warrior team is young with co-captain Ernest Middleton the only senior. This
means the experience that many teams have is lacking, but in spite of youngness, pulled
muscles, taped ankles and knees, black and blue eyes, and scabby noses the matmen
have the drive for perfection and desire to win. The effort of each individual can not be
under-estimated because it is this effort and drive that determines the final team
outcome in a meet.
The following are the starting members of the Winona State wrestling team that have
used drive and determination mixed with skill and hard work to achieve a ranking of
ninth in the NAIA division.

A GREAT COMEDY!
liTILT1,11111.1; • (ZORN LE 111111,1
44,

The tempo of a meet is set by the starting match and Gilbert Velasquez, a freshman
from Racine, Wisconsin has started many meets with a tempo of winning. A record of
11-4 shows that the experience many freshmen lack starting their college career has not
dampened his ability and that 118 pounds can be a tough weight to take down.
Also wrestling at 118 is junior Dave Parker who has a record of 2-3.
Rod Hoesly from Winona at 126 pounds has, a record of 11-7-2. During the season Rod
defeated the defending conference champion, consequently with high hopes and
anticipation he will again defeat him during conference competition and become the new
champ. During the meet against North Dakota University Rod superiored his opponent
23-4 which gives an indication of his ability and knowledge of the sport.
Sophomore Don Simpson from Durand, Wisconsin has a record of 10-7-1. This week
during conference competition he.will hopefully turn the tables on the conference champ
at 134 who had defeated him by 1 point earlier this season.
Dennis Anderson, a freshman from Waterloo, Iowa has shown that inexperience does
not necessarily keep a person from winning. Wrestling at 142 his record is 14-5-1 with
four of those wins being by . superior decision. This means that he out-wrestled his
opponent by at least 10 points, two of those times were this past weekend against South
Dakota State and North Dakota University.
A wrestler who never quits can be used to describe Craig Faldet, a junior from Decorah,
Iowa. At 150 Faldet has a record of 14.5 and a member of the team who people depend
heavily upon to post a win.
Lynn Babcock at 158, a junior from Faribault, Minnesota, has come a long way since
the beginning of the season, winning his last six matches and posting an 8-8 record,
proving what hard work and determination can achieve.
Daryl Knudson from Northfield, Minnesota with a 6-10-1 record, has given his
opponents competition with the clock running out, making the difference between a win
and a loss. Now a sophomore Knudson has time to turn the tables in the future making
the clock work in his favor.
Jeff Berden, a freshman from Auburndale, Wisconsin has a 2-7 record at 177. Wit h
more experience and exposure Jeff will hopefully be able to improve his record.

by Jan Weis
That time of year is here again...4inter quarter final week is approaching, the snowmen built by energetic scuptors are slowly
• disappearing under the sun's rays and avid sun baskers are awaiting the mad rush towards the beach of Lake Winona. The time that I'm
acutally referring to is in reference to the statement "may the best team win" and all the good lucks issued from well wishing sport
enthusiasts to teams entering conference competition. This week with high hopes, determination, and a 8-3-1 record the Warrior
matmen will travel to Bemidji for conference competition.
As many of us get progressively frustrated watching a hard fought match end in defeat we tend to forget that there is much more
than what happens in front of us on the mat that determines the outcome of the meet. This past weekend as the grapplers faced
Southwest State, North Dakota University, and South Dakota State I had an opportunity to travel with the team and see some of the
extras involved in forming a winning team.
'

As fans we see the joyous slaps on the back from team members after a winning match and grimacing faces that sink as the clock
runs out, but we don't see the mental effort involved in obtaining knowledge about winning techniques involved with the sport, or the
skill that results only from long sweaty hours of practice.

by Chuck Kjos
The Winona State basketball by virtue of a pair of wins this past week, combined with a St. Cloud loss, captured its 4th consecutive
NIC championship. The Warriors took the measure of Michigan Tech on this past Wed. by the score of 72-66 in overtime, and on Sat.
beat a pesky Moorhead State team by a 85-76 margin.
The Warriors proved that they can play catch up ball as they had to overcome an 11 point Michigan Tech half-time lead, and then
hang on to win the game in overtime. Paul Sir again led all scorers with 21 points, Gus Johnson added 17 points and 20 rebounds and
Bob Borkowski had 12 in a winning effort.

Winona 33

Cager Note: Only two games remain on the regular season for the Warriors. This coming Saturday against Bemidji and next
Wednesday finish up at home against St. Cloud.
By virtue of the championship, the Warriors will be a host team in the first round of the play-offs against the second place team in
the MIAC team.

,Women s Sports

Winona 32

by Serle

The Women's Basketball team did it again! The women gained their tenth victory of the season last Saturday night against U of W,
River Falls. The final score of the game was: WSC 71, and UWRF 36. This victory leaves their record at 10-3. The game against River
Falls was the last seasonal game this year. The Women's Basketball team will travel to Moorhead for the tournament this Thursday,
Friday, and Saturday. Good Luck Girls!!!

Women's Gymnastics
The Women's Gymnastics team will be this Friday, and Saturday at Bemidgi,
The Women's Gymnastics team will be at Bemidii this Friday and Saturday. Best of turkIll

Thanks Mike!

S.A.W.

The Washington 369ers'
stroll through the
IM Broomball Tourney

,

STATE

BIG PICTURE . . .
BIG CAST .. .
MAY BE NOMINATED
FOR SEVERAL
ACADEMY AWARDSI

Southwest 12

118 Dave Clardy (SS) won by fall 6:33 Gilbert Velasquez (WSC)
126 Rod Hoesly (WSC) won by fall Jim Peterson (SS)
134 Don Simpson (WSC) won by fall 4:02 Bob Steinle (SS)
142 Dennis Anderson (WSC) won by forfeit
150 Craig Faldet (WSC) DEC Don Ondracek (SS) 8-3
158 Lynn Babcock (WSC) won be default Steve Booth (SS)
167 Daryl Knudson (WSC) DEC Dave Horstman (SS) 4-3
177 Rick Vogt (SS) DEC Jeff Berden 7-4
190 Ernest Middleton (WSC) DEC Vernon Ronhoude (SS) 8-2
HWT Jerry Reker (SS) DEC Dan Malm (WSC) 9-6

On Saturday night the Warriors hosted Moorhead State and almost blew them right out of Memorial Hall in the first half with a 49-31.
lead at intermission, and at one time holding a 22 p oint lead. The second half was a complete turnabout as the Dragons out-scored the
Warrior 45-34 but just didn't have enough to pull it out. Winona State was led by who else, Paul Sir with 26 points, Gus Johnson
foillowed with 23 more, 22 rebounds and 6 blocked shots. Mark Nordin added 16 more points as the Warriors upped their lead to 9-1 in
conference and 17-6 overall.

Women's Basketball

7:15.9:20

Senior co-captain Ernest Middleton from Waterloo, Iowa, posts an 18-5 record.
Wrestling at 190, Middleton is defending conference champion whose record shows that
his experience and skill has proven to be during his career, having been two time champ
and one time runner-up. •
Co-captain Dan Malm at heavy weight, a junior from Waukegan, Illinois, is another
defending conference champion. A record of 18-5 speaks for itself as to the skill that Dan
exhibits. The ease with which he handles the majority of his opponents makes his match
worth waiting to see. .
Final scores do not always show the closeness of a match won by riding time or the fact
that the clock ran out while a wrestler was just gaining control, but it can produce a
feeling of a job well done or provide further determination to do better next time. With
the Warriors being a young team and defeating opponents who are upperclassmen with
more experience, much credit must be given to the determination and hard work that
goes into a two hour meet. During those meets the test of skill clashed man against man
is an exciting test of endurance, and if you missed the opportunities to witness those
encounters I'm sorry, and all I can say is I'm glad that I didn't.

Cagers Win 4th straight Title

•

GENE WILDER-PETER BOYLE

North Dakota University 15

118 Wayne Goehring (NDU) won by fall 5:59 Dave Parker (WSC)
126 Rod Hoesly (WSC) Superior DEC Don Speare (NDU) 23-4
134 Don Simpson (WSC) Superior DEC Tom Johnson (NDU) 14-4
142 Dennis Anderson (WSC) Superior DEC Bruce Eppenger 16-4
150 Craig Faldet (WSC) DEC Dennis Lange (NDU) 3-2
158 Lynn Babcock (WSC) won by fall 3:55 Lyle Kenner (NDU)
167 Jim Sagmiller (NDU) DEC Daryl Knudson (WSC) 6-4
177 Rick Lee (NDU) won by fall 6:40 Jeff Berden (WSC)
190 Ernest Middleton (WSC) DEC Bill Kruse (NDU) 3-0
HWT Dan Malm (WSC) won by forfeit .
Winona 12

South Dakota State 24

118 Jim Ramirez (SDS) DEC Dave Parker (WSC) 7-3
126 Rick Jensen (SDS) DEC Rod Hoesly (WSC) 7-2
134 Don Simpson (WSC) DEC Kermit Opp (SDS) 5-4
142 Dennis Anderson (WSC) Superior DEC Randy Meendering (SDS) 15-7
150 Al Noustrup (SDS) DEC Craig Faldet (WSC) 8-6
158 Tom Hoffman (WSC) DEC Lynn Babcock (WSC) 4-3
167 Daryl Knudson (WSC) Dick Koob (SDS) 2-1
177 Randy Park (SDS) won by fall 2:51 Jeff Berden (WSC)
190 Ernest Middleton (WSC) DEC Mike Neal (SDS) 4-1
HWT Jim Murray (SDS) won by fall 2:26 Dan Malm (WSC)
Last Wednesday night was the 1975 IM
Broomball Championship game between
the Kruser, Killers, Komets (K.K.K.), and
the Washington 369er's. The 269er's gained
the title by a victory of 3 to 1.
The only goal scored during the first half
of the game was by Rick Hencier for the
369er's. The K.K.K. tied the score during
the middle of the second half. The last two
minutes of the game sewed up the title for
the 369er's, with Mark "Wobbles" Lawler
firing from point blank range to beat the
heartbroken goalie. Irving Carlson scored the clincher with only seconds remaining,
giving the 369er's their three goals.
back row (Lto R); Greg Wilmes, Rick
Hencier, and Bob Miller; middle row (L to
R); Doug Perkins, Tom O'Brien, and Chip
Delaney; iron row (L to R); Mark Lawler,
and Scott Norbert.
Missing from the picture are Erv. Carlson,
and Randy Miller.

STEVE
McQUEEN

PAUL
NEWMAN

SUN.-THURS. 7:30
FRI.-SAT. 7:00-9:55
NO
COLLEGE TICKETS
WINONA
SOMETHING HIT
the crew is dead..
help us, please,
x please help us!"

=

THE FLICK HOUSE
165 E. 3rd
Feb. 19-20 8:00
Feb 21-22 7:00 & 9:15
Feb. 23 4:30-7:00

Alfred Hitchcocks'

THE 39 STEPS
(1937) Free
Tea!

Next Week!

REEFER MADNESS
Admission-s1;
Membership 25'

NO
COLLEGE TICKETS
7:15 41 9:15
CINEMA
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WSC biologists to
study marine
biology in Florida
During the quarter break, 25 members of the biology
club will be accompanied by Dr. Zwonitzer, Dr. Nielson, and
Mr. Jim Erickson to Jenson Beach, Florida to study marine
biology at -the Florida Institute of Technology (F.I.T.)
The course at FIT, "Perspection in Marine Biology", which
is now part of the biology curriculum, is offered March 3-7.
The professors of FIT have designed this course to
complement biologists prerequisites.
Lectures will cover such topics as oceanography,
oceanographic instrumentation, marine biology, marine
archeology, and photography.
The laboratory will offer many new and fascinating
opportunities, also. It will include indentification of collected
marine organisms, technique's used in underwater photography and sea water analysis, and introduction to the
techniques in underwater technology.

Are American's ready
for an
alternative lifestyle?
M. Bell
For the last thirty years,
America and the Western
world has depended on low
cost energy to raise our
G.N.P., standards of living,
and personal consumption in
our living style. In 1975,
advanced technological
society realizes we now face a
choice: continue our high rate
of production and consumption in an energy dependent
society; or preserve our
environment and basic life
systems for the generations to
come.

According to energy expert
John Peterson, the large
Field trips will include a collection of marine specimens at single-family home with two
sea on a research vessel, a visit to a rock jetty, and a collection cars in the-garage will become
of bottom samples at a local river and island pond.

a thing of the past by the year
2000. This "integral part of
the American Dream", consumes and wastes enormous
amounts of raw materials, in
heating and operation, and is
the most wasteful style of
living in the world.
Newsweek magazine notes
that on any given day, the
average American household
consumes energy that is
equivalent to 46# of coal, 9 1/2
gallons of petroleum products,
and one half-pint of nuclear
energy. The total U.S. consumption is expected to
double by 1985. Oil companies
will have to invest 500 billion
dollars in new facilities to
keep up with the heavy

Winona State
Jazz Ensemble

demand, according to oil this reduction took place due
company executive C. How- to the deemphasizing of
material goods, and sharing.
ard Hardesty.
Perhaps we could do more of
This increased investment the same....
will produce the fuel that is
The Saturday Review
needed to run our society... quotes, "students today hold a
but for how long?
great idea...they are urging us
to stop our frantic rush to
A study was done to bend nature to our will, and
determine the energy con- instead try and restore a more
sumption differences between humble balance."
the average Minneapolis onefamily home, and different
Quests for alternatives to
lifestyle groups. Twelve American society of today
Minnesota Communes were often come from a longing for
used as alternative lifestyle, higher consciousness: to perand the results were signifi- petuate and blindly follow a
cant: 40% lower in the use of way of life that is endangering
natural gas in the communes, our earth and remaining
82% lower in electricity, and resources, is to endanger
36% lower in gasoline usage; ourselves. It's up to us.

Varsity band to
present concert

Presents concert February 24 at 8p.m.
Paul Bauer
You've heard them before and loved them, now's your
chance to hear them again.

Sound trite? You've heard that line a million times before?
That line may be overused but it holds a lot of truth. Over the
last two eras of the Winona State Jazz Ensemble, this
community has heard a lot of good music and many fine
perfomances, most of which had less than standing room only.
There have been high and low times in the bands existence
just as there has been with every band, but those of us that
have been around for some time and can remember a lot of
shows the ensemble has put on, recall far more evenings of
great music than not.

The Varsity Band, under the direction of Richard J.
Lindner, and composed of students from WSC and CST, will
present its first concert of the year on Thursday, February 20
at 8:00 P.M. in the Main Theater of the Performing Arts
Center. The Varsity Band is the sort of "people's band" at
the group would find it well worth their time to drop in. There WSC. Any student who wishes to play may participate. The
isn't a fifty-cent cover charge, and the bleachers in the Main group rehearses Tuesdays and Thursdays at 5:00 P.M. and
Theater in the Performing Arts building are soft and quite has made appearances at recent basketball games.
comfortable.
The program Thursday will range from British folk music,
to Spanish march music to Chicago's "Make Me Smile".
The program includes music by: Ferguson, Basie, Hancock,
Students and the public are invited to attend free of charge.
Lennon-McCartney, O'Sullivan, Ellington, and Winona State's
own J. Kelly McGuire. Featured soloists include: Julie
Rupprecht, alto sac; Lynn Bakken, trumpet; Mike Mazyck,
tenor sax; Kelly McGuire, piano; Dan Hall, guitar; David
Rain, trombone; and John Anderson, trumpet.

Director Gene Anderson always includes in his shows the
usual and the unusual (perhaps bizarre?), so drop by at 8:00
Next Monday, February 24 at 8:00 P.M. the ensemble will P.M. on Monday and see 'what promises to be another great
hold its second concert of the year. Those who haven't heard show.

Senate book exchange
to begin

Wanna make
a bet?

The Student Senate is running a book exchange
beginning February 27 through March 18. The exchange will
be in Conference Room 6 in the Smog of the Student Union
(next to the Senate Office) on the dates listed below. Those
who have books to sell can bring them in and mark their own
Morey-Shepard and Conway Halls are sponsoring
price. There is no charge for this service.
CASINO-CARNIVAL night Saturday, February 22 from 9-11
p.m. There will be card playing, auctioning of prizes, a
drawing for free room and board for spring quarter, and
Collection of books
'lenty of food at the snack bar.
Thursday Feb. 27 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Friday Feb. 28 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Tuesday Mar. 11 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
There will be a one dollar donation for each ticket used in
the drawing for free room and board. Tickets will be sold by
IRHC representatives of Morey-Shepard and Conway.
Sale of Books
Winner need not be present at time of drawing.
Wednesday Mar. 12 10 a.m. to 4p.m.
Thursday Mar. 13 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
The CASINO-CARNIVAL takes place at Morey-Shepard.
Friday Mar. 14 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
The night promises a good time for all.
Tuesday Mar. 18 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Winona Film Society Presents
LA RONDE
Experimentals: SUNNYSIDE UP
ALLURES
7:30 p.m. Somsen Hall Auditorium
February 19
Free to the World

